Abstract-In this paper, we report on novel zooming interface methods that deploy a small handheld projector. Using mobile projections to visualize object/environment-related information on real objects introduces new aspects for zooming interfaces. Different approaches are investigated that focus on maintaining a level of context while exploring detailed information. Doing so, we propose methods that provide alternative contextual cues within a single projector and deploy the potential of zoom lenses to support a multilevel zooming approach. Furthermore, we look into the correlation between pixel density, distance to the target, and projection size. Alongside these techniques, we report on multiple user studies, in which we quantified the projection limitations and validated various interactive visualization approaches. Thereby, we focused on solving issues related to pixel density, brightness, and contrast that affect the design of more effective legible zooming interfaces for handheld projectors.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OBILE projectors not only support flexible ways of projection, but also enable quasi ad-hoc interaction with real-life environments. Yet, they remain limited with respect to their projection abilities. To design well-performing interactive visualization applications for mobile (pico) projectors, projection characteristics need to be reflected. In this paper, we approach the design of more effective techniques by looking at the strengths and weaknesses of pico projections to design new methods for providing and interacting with contextual information. Doing so, we particularly focus on enhancing established flashlight metaphors like [1] - [4] to explore information spaces, as these metaphors are well suited for pico projectors.
In our approaches we combine zooming principles from proxemic interaction [5] with focus plus context visualization principles to extend the interaction possibilities in reflection to projector limitations. The main premise is straightforward: when the projector is moved closer to an object or surface, more details are revealed as the pixel density, brightness and contrast increases, while moving away provides the user with context (overview). This particularity also raises an interesting question: how can we maintain some level of context when looking at details of a dataset? While not all tasks will require context-preserving methods, we assume that in particular the search through more complex datasets will benefit from contextual cues to direct the search. However, designing contextpreserving methods for pico projectors is challenging, as the size of a projection is constrained by visual aberrations, brightness and contrast limitations.
The development of the reported techniques went through two iterations. In the first step, we investigated the general perceptual boundaries of pico projection as a trade-off of projection limitations, and explored the role of physical objects and audio cues (also called audioscapes) to preserve a certain level of context. Informed by the results, in the second step we looked into the potential of zoom lenses to support a more flexible search behavior with the pico projector. As a result, the main contributions of this article are: 1) formalization of visibility and legibility issues of mobile projection (see Experiment I), 2) novel focus plus context (f+c) methods that make use of alternative context (see Experiment I) and 3) a novel multi-level zooming approach for interactive mobile projection (see Experiment II).
II. RELATED WORK
The techniques presented in this paper touch upon various related areas we will report on in the following.
Focus plus context: The combination of contextual and detailed information relates directly to f+c visualization techniques and display types [6] . Multiple displays have been combined to create an effective yet spatially constrained setup [7] , while also supporting more flexible usage and conveying focus and context [2] . As part of these studies, it was shown that a mobile projector (focus, detail) can be moved relative to a static large projection (context) [1] , illustrating an important aspect: while the projector is moved closer to a projection surface, the pixel density (PPI), brightness and contrast of the projection on the surface increases, which is important to display legible and well visible details. Weigel et al. introduced different levels of detail that were stated to reflect the pixel density [1] , however the authors did not report on how graphical and textual details were optimized for visibility and legibility while making full use of potential detail. The studies reported in this article look particularly at the quantification of these relationships to optimize the usage of pico projectors for interactive, f+c driven visualization.
Augmented reality: Our interface approach extends the usage of the flashlight metaphor applied in mobile augmented reality interfaces [8] - [12] , as density (detail) and contextual information aspects covered by our approach have not been studied before. Projection-based augmented reality requires the rectification of the visualization. In comparison to Li et al. [13] the proposed method uses a ray based approach in combination with a high-resolution tracking system to enable precision interaction. Furthermore, augmented reality studies often touch upon contextual information cues as this is one of the primary means of conveying information. However, the majority of these studies focus on perceptual issues such as those related to depth perception or occlusion [14] ; the actual role of the real world context while exploring specific (sub-) parts of the virtual content is barely studied. While we partly look into context features of physical objects in our study, this is still an area open for further research.
Audio and other non-visual cues: The usage of non-visual cues for providing feedback has found limited application in the field of Augmented Reality [15] , including tactile cues [16] and audio [17] . The latter builds upon audification principles that have been explored before to encode visual information [18] . With respect to contextual information provided through auditory cues, 3D audio spaces have been used to provide different levels of information in a spatial setting [19] . Nonetheless, the combination of visual information spaces and audioscapes has not been the focus of much research yet. Using audioscapes offers an additional benefit for f+c metaphors: as almost all f+c and zooming interfaces concentrate on single channel feedback [1] , [2] , when using audioscapes context can be preserved even when information is outside the projection area.
Lenses and toolglasses: Finally, one of our interaction approaches deploys a zoom lens metaphor, and as such touches upon the well-explored area of lenses and toolglasses [20] . Lenses have been widely explored as tools to zoom into parts of a dataset. They have also been used to connect specific other functions or visualization methods to adjust the interaction or visualization within the frame of the lens. A thorough overview can be found in [21] . Our implementation differs from the typically used zoom lenses as it is combined with proxemic interaction, allowing a two-step zooming into detailed content. Different approaches using projection based spatial interaction combined with lenses have been proposed. The paper lens [22] , [23] has been developed in order to improve three-dimensional exploration by moving a white tracked paper in a specific interaction area. A mounted projector projects additional information and different levels of scales onto the sheet. Further approaches focus on lens function, meaning that lens content can be generated separately [24] , [25] , e.g. time-dependent data. Other issues like different shapes [26] , [27] to improve task-specific performance and the categorization of different techniques [28] , e.g. explore, select, filter and encode, have been proposed. However, the novelty of our lens is the combination of pixel density, spatial handheld interaction and magnification to explore data in detail.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
As we have shown, multiple (handheld) projectors have been used before to convey contextual information while focusing on a sub-set of the information space. However, providing contextual cues while using only a single tracked projector is hard to achieve. If a user zooms into a sub-set of the information space by moving the projector closer to an object of interest, contextual information will get lost, as the size of the projection will reduce. Yet, for more complex search or exploration tasks, it is often necessary to maintain a certain level of context to direct search behavior. Context will provide information necessary to understand spatial relationships, which is hard to achieve when only a sub-set of the information space is visible. In this case, spatial relationships will have to be drawn either from memory or by moving the projector around continuously, reducing search performance effectiveness.
Within this paper we explore three approaches to convey context, by using physical objects, auditory cues, or by adding a lens to afford zooming at various levels. Physical objects are unaffected while adjusting the zoom using the projector. As such, users can explore detailed information related to the object without losing context while zooming into details. Audioscapes look into the potential of non-visual cues, by deploying auditory cues as context. These cues convey location-sensitive information while the user zooms into certain areas. Finally, the third approach affords zoom lens interaction by adding a cellphone to the projector, which can be used to move and adjust a zoom lens within the projection. A summary comparison of related approaches is listed in Table I .
A. System Setup
Our system setup deployed a Seeser M2 laser projector (25 ANSI lumen, WVGA resolution). We used a laser projector due to its ability to project sharp, in-focus imaging irrespective of the projection distance. Information was projected on a contextual object or a projection canvas. The projection canvas was a wooden panel painted with a matte white paint, measuring 600 × 335 mm. Both, projector and canvas were tracked using an ART optical tracking system, tracking at millimeter accuracy. A ray based approach was used to calculate the size of the projection area on the canvas and to rectify the projection.
B. Physical Reference Objects
To study contextual cues, we implemented a zooming interface that closely follows the augmented reality (AR) flashlight metaphor to explore information related to physical objects. In doing so, we deployed standard principles from the spatial augmented reality domain [29] , connecting spatially relevant information to real world objects. Based on the inherent image density or by varying the content, different levels of visual The table reflects the approaches in terms of the utilized display system, the zooming interface, the particular application area, and support for multimodality.
detail can be displayed by moving the projector closer or further away from a physical object. To compute, map and correct the projection, objects (with known geometry) were placed relative to a reference system, while radial distortion was removed and the optical center computed. Within our test setup we made use of matte white objects to avoid further aberrations caused by, for example, textured objects.
C. Audioscapes
In our second approach, we explored the potential of spatial audio to provide contextual information while zooming into a sub-set of information, as spatial audio is not dependent on projection limitations. Information is encoded in auditory cues that are ordered in a spatially relevant way, similar to [30] .
Within our particular implementation, audioscapes refer to the inclusion of small audio regions, called bubbles. These bubbles are dispersed over the full visual scene, and thus can also convey contextual information outside the projected area. Additionally, they encapsulate distinct sound patterns associated with a certain object in the scene. Proximity and focal point defined the sound intensity of an associated audio file. Looking at the overall image, ambient sound was played (the mixture of all sound bubbles). When a user got closer to the projection canvas, the sound volume of a specific bubble increased, while the surrounding bubbles' volume decreased based on proximity. The activation of an audio bubble was based on radius, depending on the distance between the look-at intersection with the screen and the projector's center. The dynamic sound volume was estimated by the inverse fourth power and the normalized distance. Thus, if a user is overlooking the scene (holding the projector further away from the canvas), the volume of all bubbles is about the same as creating a quasi uniform audiospace.
In case of the cityscape environment used in our experiment, the audioscape would be similar to the cacophony generally experienced when walking through a large city. Within this particular example, the usefulness of audio bubbles can be well explained: consider vaguely hearing a church bell while observing a sub-part of the scene: the sounds provides a cue that a church may be in the vicinity, after which search behavior can be adjusted. Fig. 1 . Multilevel zooming approach. The sketch depicts the pixel density zooming; movements towards/away from the screen increases/decreases the pixel density of the projection (1). Magnifying a region of interest by moving the thumb on the cellphone towards/away from the projection (2). In both proposed approaches, the context remains using real world objects or audioscapes.
D. Zoom Lens Interaction
While moving the projector closer to a projection surface, pixel density, brightness and contrast increases. However, depending on the detail defined by the image resolution, not all details can be displayed once the resolution is higher than the pixel density afforded by the projector. Therefore, in order to handle detail in high-resolution imagery without additional means of magnification, we extended the system with several zoom lens techniques [20] .
A cellphone touchscreen (Motorola Moto G2) was used to control the various parameters of the zoom lens, and showed feedback in case users were unsure of the system mode. The cellphone could be comfortably controlled with the thumb, without physically obstructing the cooling fan of the projector. The quintessence behind using a zoom lens was to use a "double zooming" analogy (see Fig. 1 ): users could first explore a subset of the scene while still maintaining the overall context of the scene. Once a specific search area or target was thought to be found, users could move the projector closer to the surface, improving the PPI, brightness and contrast, looking at potential details. Hereby, one key aspect should be regarded: it will not suffice to just use a zoom lens to explore details in a scene, as due to projection limitations, not all details can be interpreted when holding the projector further away from the projection canvas. As such, the lens-based interaction is highly affected by the interplay between general exploration of sub-sets from a distance while maintaining context, and moving the projector closer to improve visibility while looking at details. It is exactly the boundaries between zoom lens usage and moving the projector closer to the canvas that the second stage of experiments focuses on.
Two different types of zoom lenses were implemented. The first type (touch lens [tl] ) allowed the adjustment of either the zoom lens size (sliding left/right) and magnification (sliding up/down), or its placement in the scene hence within the projection screen (sliding all directions). Each of the two modes was accessible by double clicking on the top part of the touchscreen. The second lens type (frustum lens [fl]) made use of a flashlight metaphor, by fixing the zoom lens to the direction the projector points towards the surface. Here, the zoom lens size and magnification could be controlled but, naturally, not its placement within the view frustum, as the zoom lens was simply fixed to the center of the screen.
IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We created two series of experiments. The spatial relationship between the main components is depicted in Fig. 2 . Each experiment consisted of two stages: the first stage targeted the validation of visibility and legibility limitations of the used projection technology, while the second stage targeted the usability and performance of technique implementations. In the first experiment, we explored the usage of physical objects and audioscapes. The results thereof informed the design of the zoom lenses, which was the subject of the second experiment. Through both experiments, we addressed the following research questions:
R1. Visibility and legibility: how does projection distance relate to perceivable detail in text and graphics?
R2. Context: how well can audio and, to a certain extent, real objects be used to convey context while zooming into details?
R3. Zooming: how do zoom lenses affect search performance while using pico projection techniques?
V. EXPERIMENT I
In the following, we will describe the setup, procedures and results of both experiments.
A. Apparatus
The first stage of experiments used the introduced pico projector system. The experiment was performed in a darkened environment with controlled lighting (approximately 0.5 LUX at center of the canvas).
In the legibility and visibility stage, a head support was used to fix the user's head so that the eyes would be at center-height of the projection canvas at exactly 850 mm distance. Full screen (overview, context) and maximal focus (detail) was accessible by moving the projector within 750 to 100 mm screen distance. These distances were chosen to comfortably enable interaction within arm-range. The projector was fixed between two bars to allow the movement of the projector forward and backward on a fixed trajectory relative to the projection canvas so that a controlled environment was created. Furthermore, we made use of a white plastic pot to project graphical content upon. The pot (18 cm diameter) was made of a diffuse white plastic material, which provided a good projection surface without notable projection aberrations. Finally, two loudspeakers placed to the sides of the projection canvas provided audio feedback.
B. Procedure and Design
R1-Visibility and legibility:
In the first stage of the experiment, we targeted the quantification of the visual limits of mobile projection based on distance to the projection canvas (hence, proximity), using a simple testbed. Traditionally, visual detail is defined by the visual acuity of the eye (for example using the Snellen test or Landolt rings [31] ). However, visibility of graphics and legibility of text is often limited by projection aberrations. Different visual patterns (lines, checkerboard patterns) and fonts at different scales were displayed on a canvas by the pico projector. The study participants were asked to move the projector towards the projection canvas, to the location where the content would be best visible first. The exact location was logged in mm accuracy, and the associated PPI calculated: the size of the detected pattern would help us indicate which level of detail is visually recognizable at a given distance.
The conditions consisted of six types of each category, hence six checkerboards, six patterns and six font sizes, repeated twice. The line and checkerboard pattern scales varied between 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1.25, 2.5 and 10 mm and font size 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 12 mm respectively, providing a flexible number of transitions. We used randomly generated letters and, for each size, asked the users to spell them out. The size of the patterns and fonts 2 to 5 mm were defined after performing a pre-test, while patterns and letters 1 and 6 are control data. Size 1 is actually not recognizable, while 6 is clearly detectable from all locations.
R2-Context: To explore the general usability of the first two implementations of context-driven techniques, we performed an exploratory experiment. Participants did not have to perform a specific task besides using the techniques to explore the scene at hand.
To address physical object context, we created a simple scenario to explore 3D visual contextual information related to a plants' mesofauna, by projecting graphical content on the aforementioned white plastic pot. Content was corrected to correctly wrap around the pot's round surface. Users could explore the life "inside" the pot from different perspectives, introducing three levels of detail. The size of the plant life was correlated with proximity, showing the smallest creatures when the projector was closest to the pot. The three different zones-which faded in at 700, 500 and 300 mm-simply represent three stages in the range the projector can be operated well from close to the human body up to an arm's length. The levels of detail thereby followed the simple principle of detail based on proximity: closer to the pot, information was more detailed. It is important to note that the representations changed at the different levels: instead of depending on pixel-wise detail, at 500 and 300 mm additional content was blend in.
To explore the usefulness of audioscapes, we created a set of sound bubbles connected to a large-size image of the cityscape of downtown New York (14875 × 5547 px) (see Fig. 3 ). More detail could be observed when the projector was moved towards the projection canvas, while auditory feedback was provided through the two loudspeakers. In contrast to the plant study, we solely relied on pixel density instead of adding new content. The cityscape contained 16 audio bubbles distributed evenly over the canvas, allocated and clearly connectable to specific visual landmarks in the scene. Within the frame of this experiment, we performed an exploratory study to understand the effects of the different kinds of context -especially auditory, but also physical -using the two implemented scenarios (plant and cityscape). Users could freely explore each environment for about 2-3 minutes: there was no specific task besides exploring the various locations and details found in the environment.
After finalizing the experiment, participants were asked to answer 27 questions (using a 5-point Likert scale) that targeted visibility, legibility and information quality issues, the usage of physical object and audioscape context, and general usability issues. The questionnaire included the system usability scale (SUS) 10-point questionnaire to gain insights into the general attitude towards the introduced methods.
C. Results
16 subjects (age 22-47, 4 females, 12 males) participated in experiment 1. The results of the experiment are as follows, ordered along the research questions. The study provided several very useful results, which we will now report on in light of the aforementioned research questions.
R1-Visibility and legibility: Human beings can recognize differences between 1 mm from about 3 up to 6 meters in real-world environments [31] . Yet, projected content has aberrations that limit visibility and legibility. Fig. 4 summarizes the results.
As expected, participants were able to perceive increased detail closer to the projection canvas by increasing PPI. Fig. 4 illustrates that closest to the canvas, line grid patterns smaller than 0.8 mm were only detected by 25% of participants. In contrast, the checkerboard pattern was still visible at around 0.7 mm, affected by a moiré effect at higher PPI. With our particular setup, showing details larger than about 1 mm is not recommended within a projector-canvas distance larger than 280 mm (comparable to 92 PPI) as detection rates drop below 50%.
With regards to text legibility, the results show that text smaller than 3 mm was not legible: it is recommended that the minimum distance between projector and canvas should not be smaller than 330 mm for 3 mm size (comparable to 78 PPI). In conclusion, it is crucial to consider that visual details cannot be shown at their theoretical PPI but need to be adjusted to higher PPI to be fully visible and legible. Thus, performing a calibration step with the used projector before implementing specific visualization techniques is recommended, for which the current setup and procedure can be well used as testbed.
Visual quality: Most subjects rated the visual quality of the projector positively. Users were satisfied with the overall sharpness of the projection (avg 3.75/sd 1.90), and noted that the projection quality was reasonable overall (avg 3.00/sd 1.41) and particularly good when the projector was closer to the projection surface in which case the projection notably increased the PPI, brightness and contrast (avg 3.85/sd 1.39). The higher PPI was found to be very important when interpreting detailed information (avg 4.50/sd 1.41). In contrast to the positive rating of brightness and sharpness, many users noted the projection aberrations (avg 1.65/sd 1.56). The deployed laser projector generates a minimal speckle effect as well as the previously mentioned moiré pattern, in particular with regular line patterns smaller than 1.25 mm. Yet, overall the aberrations only seemed to have slightly affected the subjective view on the system. Finally, the projection size (dependent on projection distance to the canvas) was noted positively (avg 3.56/sd 1.72), which is an important aspect for the flashlight metaphor.
R2-Context: With respect to the physical and auditory contextual cues, we analyzed the different implementations with following results. Overall, the SUS analysis revealed that the proxemic-based interface was well received by all users, scoring 84.
Physical object context: Users noted that the blending of different levels of information related to real world content was very useful (avg 4.13/sd 1.85), while the real world object was found useful as direct context for the shown content (avg 4.80/sd 0.78). This was supported by the observation of user behavior, as most users explored the plant and its digital contents from different sides. However, more experimentation is required to assess the actual role of physical context, for example in relation to features.
Audioscapes: The usefulness of the auditory cues was rated very positively (avg 4.50/sd 1.41), which was likely also affected by the attractiveness of the sound bubbles to enrich the overall experience, an issue we unfortunately did not validate. Subjects noted they could differentiate reasonably well between different sounds (avg 3.68/sd 1.41), even neighboring sounds still being well observable and understandable by most but not all users (avg 3.43/sd 2.23). Similarly, to most but not all users the sound bubbles were well localizable (avg 3.68/sd 2.42). These results support our approach and show that auditory contextual cues can enhance spatial interpretation of the scene.
Representation: The information content available at different distances was rated well (avg 4.06/sd 1.49), referring to the switching of plant content and the resolved details in the cityscape image on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The approach of increasing detail in representation (visual and informational level, avg 4.50/sd 1.41), and usefulness of this information for search tasks (avg 4.56/sd 0.99) was rated well, which was on par with the suitability of the level of detail (PPI) based on the distance (avg 3.81/sd 1.62). Hence, our results support the flashlight approach in combination with proximity, as introduced in our implementation.
VI. EXPERIMENT II
Similar to the first experiment, the second experiment was performed in two stages, looking at visibility and legibility issues and the performance of the implemented technique, respectively. However, in contrast to the first experiment, we assessed task performance using a real search task.
A. Apparatus
The experiments deployed the calibrated environment introduced in the previous experiment. While in experiment 1, the room was fully darkened, in experiment 2 we had constant ambient lighting, to reproduce a more realistic usage environment: the projection canvas center was illuminated by approximately 30 LUX ambient lighting, which resulted in well-visible graphics in the full projection range.
B. Procedure and Design
R1-Visibility and legibility:
We followed up the visibility test of experiment 1 by looking closer at the legibility/readability of a reading text instead of single fonts. We used different font sizes from 3 up to 12 mm, with a step size 1 mm, in reflection to the acquired understanding gained from the first experiment. Each font size was tested once. In the resulting 10 trials, participants were asked to move the projector towards the projection canvas, selecting the distance at which the text was not only visible (legible) but also well readable. No zoom lens was used in this stage of the experiment.
R3-Zooming:
In the second part of the experiment, the zooming lens implementation was validated, assessing usability and performance in predefined search tasks. We chose to make use of a formalized search task to study performance without directly looking at spatial augmented reality aspects, to better control the task settings and performance. The task was designed so that results can also be ported to the SAR domain.
Within this search task, users had to find a specific visual element within the context of a large image. This visual element had the size of a cell in this image, as images were generated as mosaics (see Fig. 3 ). Mosaics were generated with predefined constant cell-sizes (quadratic cells of 32, 64, 96, 128, 160, 192, 224 pixel width). Without zoom lens, each pixel had a projected size of 0.05 mm (equal to 500 PPI or a resolution from 11872 × 6720 px). Mipmaps were used to reduce aliasing artifacts. As such, cell-sizes were dependent on the level of detail that could be observed with the projector, with and without a zoom lens: details in the smaller cells (128 px and lower) could not be observed without lens. The search area was clearly identifiable by the distinct regions in the mosaic, defined by cartoon images.
The procedure to structure the search task was as follows. A laptop was placed right of the canvas that showed instructions on what cell (image) to find in which region in the mosaic image (textual description). Once the user indicated a search pattern (cell) was found, the observer would press enter to create a mark in the search time logging. The projection screen would stay blank as long as the user would read the instructions, showing content only after the user indicated to start the search task, at which logging would start. Cells were partly explored with, and partly without zoom lenses: cell-size from 128 px up were explored without zoom lens, while cells from 128 to 32 px were explored only with the zoom lenses. We thus had one cell-size overlap with the search task without lens. Using the zoom lenses, participants were allowed to magnify content in the range of 1 to 20, and vary the size of the lens between 2 and 20 cm radius, which was kept constant irrespective of the projector -canvas distance: for example, if a user had a 5 cm lens, even if the projector was moved closer to the canvas, it remained the same size. Each cell-size was tested with 3 different search targets, resulting in 36 trials per participant. During interaction, we logged the task completion time, the zoom magnification level, and the location of the projector at whose basis we calculated the PPI and the size of the cells. A task was marked as failed when the search target was not found within 2 minutes.
In contrast to the first experiment, we did not use the SUS questionnaire that targeted general usability questions. Instead, we formulated specific questions addressing issues such as projection quality, system ease of use, the appropriateness of the lenses to perform the search task, confidence and concentration. The questionnaire used a 5 point Likert scale, with 5 in positive agreement. During the experiment we also observed participants, specifically looking at user behavior when using lenses.
C. Results
16 subjects (age 23-37, 3 female, 13 male) participated in experiment 2. The results of the experiment are as follows, ordered along the research questions.
R1-Visibility and legibility:
The analysis of the legibility test reveals that there was a clear cut off (50 %) at 3 mm size, below which most participants could not read text anymore (see Fig. 5 ). Fonts of 7-12 mm are read at about the same PPI: as a direct relationship between projection distance and PPI, both are interrelated approximately by a quadratic function. At the font size 3-6 mm, participants moved the projector very close to the projection canvas to be able to read the text. Generally, 4-6 mm was found to be the minimum size at which text could be well read. In the questionnaires, participants reported that the projector was reasonably well suited to perform this visibility task close to the surface (avg 4.31 / sd 0.79). However, further away from the canvas the rating decreased, most likely because of the brightness and contrast adjustment (avg 3.06 / sd 1.12). Participants were reasonably content with the level of visual aberrations (avg 3.75, sd 1.18).
R3-Zooming: Based on 576 trials and the questionnaire outcomes, several interesting results with respect to the usage of the two zoom lenses in comparison to proximity-based zooming can be shown. Especially in the smaller cell sizes, the search task was reasonably complex. We noted a clear increase of search time and non-found search targets when the cell size decreased. However, this was also dependent on the differences between search targets themselves: we had larger differences between different search targets in the same cell size (see Fig. 7 ). Search performance time increases with lower cell sizes; however, a clear function is not visible (see Fig. 6 ). This result can likely be explained by the differences in search task patterns. By visually comparing the target cells to their neighbouring cells, higher contrast search targets that were placed in regions that had elicited clear spatial cues (such as high contrast borders) seemed to be found more easily than other targets. Yet, low contrast search targets and color range issues of the projection did seem to have increased search time, with the extreme case being a target in a cell size of 224 pixels. Fig. 7 shows a highly interesting finding with respect to the cell size (projected) at which the search target was found. Namely, participants magnified the cells to a similar size (approximately between 7 and 8 mm), irrespective of the actual size of the cell in the image data, revealing a nice tendency in their behavior. Further informal observations of user behavior by the observer also indicated better performance by participants who developed a search strategy. For example, those participants who seemed to follow distinct visual elements like borders seemed to be faster than other users. However, this kind of behavior requires further analysis not currently possible by our logging methods and implementation. Comparing tasks performed in the first half of the experiment with the second half, most participants improved performance, in the latter showing positive learning effects. Comparing the overall averages of the different interfaces in the first and second half, users improved performance in the case of no lens (34%), frustum lens (31%) and touch lens (21%). When analyzing the relation between average performance and cell sizes independently from the set of zooming interfaces the performance increased continuously up to a cell size from 96 px. The time for the search task increased from 32 px to 64 px by 23 sec and 64 px to 96 px by 7 sec. From 96 px to 224 px the average performance does not indicate significant changes (+/− 3 sec). Questionnaire data revealed that no lens, as expected, was easiest to learn. While frustum lens was easier to learn than the touch lens. In the lens-only trials, users were generally faster using the frustum lens than the touch lens (45%), which was also supported by the ratings received in the questionnaires (see Table II ). Generally, no lens was preferred by the users and frustum lens scored somewhat higher than touch lens, in the categories ease of use, suitability to use the lens for the search task and even precision of control.
VII. DISCUSSION
Drawing upon the results from the two experiments, we can reflect on the research questions as follows.
R1-Visibility and legibility: Overall, the setup used for the visibility studies can be seen as a testbed that can also be replicated for other projector setups. Most flashlight metaphors that have been proposed do not correlate pixel density and proximity. While other proposed systems make use of proximity and therefore different PPI and brightness levels [1] , [32] , visibility and legibility aspects of mobile handheld projections has not been studied yet. Cao and Balakrishnan defined information, spaces in relation to proximity [2] , while Winkler et. al. introduced a personal (near) and a public space (far) [12] . However, both Cao and Winkler et al. did not correlate the spaces to pixel density. BaseLase [4] is an interactive focus+context display that makes use of two different projections, a large projection with low resolution to provide the context and a smaller projection with high resolution to provide the focus. This system benefits from the 2 resolutions, but in comparison to our methods BaseLase provides no information about visibility and legibility. In contrast to previous research, our results are tied to the deployed projector, but other projectors likely have similar aberrations that can be well verified using similar methods. The results of the two visibility and legibility studies were complementary. Results showed that indeed there is a considerable offset between the theoretically projected PPI and the details that can be conceived by the user. There are limitations in text and graphical visualization affected by projection aberrations that need to be reflected when defining the best level of detail at different proxemic levels. In spite of fonts being identifiable at around 3 mm, most participants showed that for reading text, 4-6 mm font size is the minimum. Though brightness and contrast likely affected these ratings, we expect that PPI will have been the predominant factor influencing legibility. This quantification can aid in designing interfaces that make use of a similar projector, while the methodology also gives guidance when a different projector is used.
R2-Context: As expected, users noted physical objects provided a level of context, however, the real effects could not be assessed. It will be highly interesting to more closely study the role of physical objects through formal experimentation. One important aspect would be the interrelationship between information features and physical object features, as the spatial relationships between both will be important to build up a mental model that underlies task performance. It would be worthwhile to contrast physical objects of different levels of feature richness to address their role in performing the task at hand. Research in this area could also drive forward specific AR visualization methods optimized for different feature richness levels. In this respect, Ni et al. [10] explored in-clinic communication between doctors and patients using mobile projections. The authors provide three different types of context: a wall, a model and the body to project medical content onto. The performed user study showed that real context (body) supports understanding and helps to accurate locate the content. In contrast to Ni et al. we extended this approach within our first study and changed the displayed content based on the proximity, which was rated as very useful. Schöning et al. [11] introduced map torchlight, a system that augments a paper-based map with additional information like parking lots and further points of interest. In contrast to our work, Schoening et al. performed a performance study. In the study users were asked to find special places on the map. They compared map torchlight with a magic lens approach, where the first performed much faster. This means that augmenting real context could provide not only a better understanding of data, but could also improve performance.
Users also rated the audioscapes very positively. Interestingly, users did not seem to notice that the audio in the interface only communicated proximity and not directional cues. However, since the study was explorative, we have only obtained a general notion on the usability of our approach. While the reception of the techniques was positive, further testing is needed to pin down the actual performance of the techniques. In contrast to Audio stickies [17] we showed that using our approach could additionally provide a valid context and underlines focused areas.
Langlotz et al. introduced a similar approach in the area of location based services, however their intention was to provide information about a selected object and not to provide context.
R3-Zooming:
To cover for offsets between the maximum PPI and details stored in high-resolution images, we showed that zoom lenses-an obvious first choice to tackle visibility issues-can certainly be useful, yet, also come with some restrictions. It is important to note that while we report on zoom lenses in reflection to R3, there are actually some interwoven context issues (R2). Yet, to improve readability, we report on both categories here. The task difficulty level was quite high, which resulted in highly varying performance times, and some learning effects: users performed faster in the second phase of the experiment, which seems to indicate that with further practice, performance can be further improved, which was also noted by some users orally. The projector limitations also showed that just using the zoom lenses without adjusting proximity with respect to the projection canvas was not possible. Brightness, contrast and PPI was simply too limited to recognize all details when holding the projector further away, even while using higher magnification. The frustum lens performed better than the touch lens, which could be attributed to compatibility with the flashlight approach with which the usage of a pico projector affords well.
Comparing our two proposed zooming methods with other approaches, we should differentiate between an interactive lens approaches like [24] and the spatial zooming like [32] that result in higher PPI. Both studies, as mentioned, were explorative so that comparing performance issues is not possible. However, looking deeper into the spatial interaction part of our proposed zooming interface, we can compare our approach with other spatial lenses that use a stationary projector and a movable lens. In this case our approach clearly reflects the spatial relationship between the lens and the quality of projection. Ni et al. [10] also introduced a spatial lens projecting data onto the human body; while our second interface focuses on details in high resolution images we add a second visually lens to enable users to see details. To summarize, since zooming is temporal separation our interface uses an intuitive motion that was also introduced by other flashlight metaphors like [10] , [11] . Additionally, we combined flashlight metaphors with interactive lenses and explored a multi-level zooming approach.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Currently, we cannot make any real statements on context interpretation levels in both zoom lens techniques, but this will be an interesting venue for further research: how does motion affect the interpretation of context and, by no means less important, how is the selected lens size related? While we did not analyze the lens size over time, in further experiments we will do so. There is a dependency between lens size, magnification and available contextual information, as the lens overlaps the context. Furthermore, while participants who searched through content by using some strategy (like following borders) seemed to be performing better, close analysis of this behavior should be studied. In general, further studies should be performed on the actual task chain underlying search tasks, identifying the phases and associated behavior. We assume that large technique improvements can be achieved when more details are known about this chain of action. Another issue requiring a follow up is that magnification directly affected the amount of lens motion of the frustum lens. Small motions resulted in large translations in high magnification mode, and thus could only be controlled with more difficulty. A next implementation will solve this issue, by using a non-linear mapping. Finally, while the formalization of the experiment through cell-in-mosaic search proved useful, experiment procedures can be improved further. In particular, the search target features (like contrast) should be better controlled. In addition, while the number of trials of this exploratory experiment was useful for gaining first impressions, further experiments should increase the number of trials to gain a substantial enough basis to assess statistical significance.
To conclude, in this paper we explored visibility and legibility boundaries of pico-projection based information exploration, and designed user interface techniques to overcome these limitations. Inspired by f+c methods, we looked into contextpreserving methods, either by introducing methods to provide contextual information over non-visual feedback, or by allowing the user to zoom into content while simultaneously maintaining a level of context in the visual image. By nature, using a single projector to explore details is somewhat challenging. Moving the projector closer towards a certain area to observe details automatically reduces the amount of context as the projection area gets smaller. To this end, we focused on three important aspects in the accompanying studies: detail, context and zooming. We quantified legibility and visibility boundaries of level of detail and showed, not unexpectedly, that users require larger font sizes to read text than the projector actually affords based on font visibility alone. With respect to contextual cues, the study showed that subjects found the audioscapes useful, while also noting the positive effect of physical context, which can often be establish easily. Furthermore, the zoom lenses were validated positively, yet, also showed they are affected by a learning curve. This shows user performance will benefit more experience with the system, as well as further optimization to the lenses themselves.
